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	T: 
	0: As an intermediate, it should only take a few attempts to get the cue ball coming back perfectly straight. Try and hit 3 in a row that hit perfectly centre on your tip and then move on.
	1: 
	0: Start with the easiest version, cue ball on the headstring and object in the centre of the table. Aim for 10 in a row before moving on. This routine focuses on positional play but you need to be stroking true in order to play position well.
	1: If you've never done this drill before, more time might be needed. Try to get to a point that 1 and 2 tips of spin can be done nearly everytime, 3 is a little tougher to judge but doable. Focus on stroking as well as you did on the stop shots. 
	2: Depending on how much time you have devoted to the positional play, this might be very easy or very tough. First work your way through hitting every ball then moving on. Then only move on when you have hit the same ball twice in a row. Spend more time here if you can keep focused. This drill is foundational for developing your cue ball control. 
	4: Use the skills developed in the rest of the routine to play this game. Go for the pot, but really focus on the carom. Count a success if the carom is made, but always attempt the pot. Track your high run.
	3: 
	1: Shoot this in a similar way to the Tor Lowry drill. The focus should be on hitting the ball cleanly, and stroking smoothly. Notice if you are hitting the ball differently than you did at the beginning of the session. Find out what distances give you the most trouble. 
	0: 
	0: Use only 5 balls between the footspot and the end rail. Shoot them in order from the rail to the spot. Do not hit any other balls. Focus on getting high on the next ball, all the pots should be easy. If you can do 5 multiple times in a row, add another ball.
	1: Use the intermediate version. Focus on leaving yourself small angles and easy pots. The last drill developed 1 rail shape, this develops no rail shape. Notice the difference in the ideal cut angle. 






